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John & Henry



WINNER 2005 
BEST NEWCOMER

JUDGES AWARD 

“The dream is to bring really 
good food at a good price to as 

many people as possible. It 
makes Leon sound like a new 

religion. If so, it’s one that can 
count our judges as among its 

growing congregation 
of worshippers”

A disruptive idea



Connected to both what the 
world wants and what it needs

• In 2015, 58% of women and 68% of men were overweight or obese in the UK. 
National Statistics.

• The proportion of 16-24-year-olds who do not drink increased by more than 
40% between 2005 and 2013. Today, one in five is teetotal. Binge drinking has 
fallen by more than a third and just one in 50 young adults describe themselves 
as a frequent drinker. National Statistics.

• More than 5m premature deaths could be avoided globally by 2050 if health 
guidelines on meat consumption were followed, rising to more than 7m with a 
vegetarian diet and 8m on veganism. Dr Marco Springmann



To help make 
it easier for 

everyone,
to eat well 

and live well.

On a Mission



A mission we pursue in everything we do



And that informs our menu



A mission that is maintained 
with a pirate mind-set



And by Committed Believers, 
Engaged with Wellbeing.



A culture of food



Supported by collaborations and innovations 



Stories can be an objective, for supply



The details matter, 
to everyone



Some things to think about
What is your mission?
How much of what you do is inspired by it?

Is there are a shared mindset where you work?
How are people inspired to do their best? 

Is there a love of food, not just a standard for making 
and serving it?

What details do you have that delight people when 
they come across them? 





Thank you
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